Abstract-Although the existence of universal noiseless variable-rate codes for the class of discrete stationary ergodic sources has previously been established, very few practical universal encoding methods are available. Efficient implementable universal source coding techniques are discussed in this paper. Results are presented on source codes for which a small value of the maximum redundancy is achieved with a relatively short block length. A constructive proof of the existence of universal noiseless codes for discrete stationary sources is first presented. The proof is shown to provide a method for obtaining efficient universal noiseless variable-rate codes for various classes of sources. For memoryless sources, upper and lower bounds are obtained for the minimax redundancy as a function of the block length of the code. Several techniques for constructing universal noiseless source codes for memoryless sources are presented and their redundancies are compared with the bounds. Consideration is given to possible applications to data compression for certain nonstationary sources.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE PROBLEM of variable-rate source coding for sources with unknown or incompletely specified probability distributions has received considerable attention in the recent literature (e.g., [1]- [10] ). The problem is to find a single variable-rate code which is optimum for each source in a given class. A sequence of variable-rate codes of increasing block lengths which is asymptotically optimum as measured by redundancy is said to be universal for the given class of sources. Several previous papers have dealt with the existence of such sequences of codes (e.g., [1] , [3] , [6] , and [9] ). However, these are primarily asymptotic results which do not give an indication of the block length required to achieve a given redundancy or how to actually obtain a code which will achieve a given redundancy. In the present paper, both of these problems are addressed.
In Section II we present an alternative proof of the existence of universal noiseless source codes for an arbitrary class of discrete stationary sources. The interest in this proof is primarily due to the insight that it provides for the construction of universal source codes. The technique employed in the proof actually gives a universal code construction, the performance of which is evaluated in this paper. In Section III we derive new upper and lower bounds on the minimax redundancy as a function of the block length of the code. A family of lower bounds is obtained via a rate-distortion-theoretic argument which is quite general. The basic lower bounds are obtained for an arbitrary class of discrete stationary sources, and the results are then specialized to memoryless sources. The upper bound is obtained by the construction of a specific code.
In Section IV the technique presented in Section II is employed to obtain a method for the construction of universal source codes for the class of binary memoryless sources. The redundancy of this scheme is evaluated for short to moderate block lengths.
In Section V several modifications are made to the basic code construction method of Section IV. These modifications give smaller values of maximum redundancy for block lengths of interest. The redundancies of the codes obtained are compared with the bounds of Section Ill. Two important constraints on the code block lengths are as follows. The constraint which is the most severe in practice is the constraint imposed by the necessity to limit the complexity of the encoding and decoding algorithms. A second constraint arises in many practical applications where the source output probability distribution may be changing slowly. These two constraints impose quite different restrictions on the parameters of the codes introduced in Section V. In Section V we also present results on two alternative coding techniques which have been presented in the literature. Comparisons are made between these codes and the codes that are obtained from our constructions.
II. EXISTENCE OF UNIVERSAL NOISELESS SOURCE CODES
Let A be a finite set, and for each positive integer n let An denote the set of all n-vectors x=(x 1 ,x 2 ,· • ·,xn) with elements X; from A. By a class or collection of discrete stationary sources we mean a subset of the set of all stationary sources with the given finite alphabet A. Let A be an index set corresponding to a class of discrete stationary sources. Each () E A corresponds to a particular source output distribution which is characterized by the probability Pn(xiO) of the source output x from the Oth source. Let X be a random n-vector from the source, and for an arbitrary real-valued function f defined on An let
Ee{f(X)} = ~f(x )pn(xiO). X
A binary variable-length source code of order n is a mapping bn from An into the set of all finite-length binary 0018-9448j8lj0500-0269$00.75 © 1981 IEEE sequences. For our purposes, a code bn is completely characterized by its associated length function In, which is defined by setting /,,( x) equal to the length of the codeword bix). A necessary and sufficient condition for the function In to correspond to at least one uniquely decodable binary variable-length code is the Kraft inequality ~2-ln(x),;;; 1.
X
Let %n denote the set of all functions In which satisfy this inequality.
A brief review of the concepts and terminology of universal source coding [1] may be of help to the reader, and it will also serve to introduce the notation to be used throughout the paper. Given any code with codeword lengths specified by the function In, the average codeword length that results when the code is applied to the source () is given by
(1) X Let Hn(O) denote the nth order per-letter entropy 1 of the source 0; that is,
Since n -! [n( () )';;;.. Hn( () ), the nth order redundancy
for the code In applied to the source() is nonnegative. For a given code In let ( 4) so that the nth order minimax redundancy for the class A is given by (5a)
The quantity 0\,n is a per-letter redundancy. For convenience we also define an unnormalized redundancy 0l ~ by (5b) A sequence (In)= / 1 , / 2 , / 3 , • • • of variable-length source codes is weakly minimax universal [I] or weakly universal [6] for the class A if
n->oo and it is strongly universal [6] if 
for each() E A<;l where J~k) E :Kn is the length function for the code b~kl.
Proof" Let P(An) be the set of all discrete density functions (probability mass functions) on An. Clearly, P(An) is a compact convex subset of the normed linear space consisting of all real-valued functions on An with the norm 11/11 =max{l/(x)l: xEAn}. it is clear that (7) implies (6), but (7) is a much stronger J=2 J=2 J=2
property since it implies uniform convergence of rn(ln, 0) and so if we let rather than the weaker pointwise convergence of (6) 
where Po denotes the function defined by
In view of (12) and (14) we see that for each 0 E A there is a k such that Hn(p 0 ,q<kl)<n-
1
• Hence the sets N/:l of (15) satisfy (8) .
Next let b~k) be the Shannon code for q<kl so that
where r u l denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to the real number u. If this code is applied to the source 0 then the average codeword length is n -
Because of (15), (17) implies that (9) holds for all 0 E N/: l, thus completing the proof of Lemma 1.
The following result is a slight improvement of [1, thm. 7] in that it applies to an arbitrary class of discrete stationary sources (the sources need not be ergodic). However the most significant contribution of this section is not the theorem itself. The proof of the theorem is new, and it is based on Lemma 1 rather than on histogram encoding as in [1]~ Not only does this provide an alternative proof of the existence of universal noiseless source codes, but more importantly it gives a universal code construction that is developed further in a later section where it is shown to be quite efficient. Remark: For example, the uniform convergence condition is satisfied if for some k the class of sources is contained in the set of all kth order Markov sources. It is not satisfied for the class of all discrete stationary sources or even the class of all stationary Markov sources.
Proof· For each n apply Lemma I to obtain a collection {b~kl: lo;;;;ko;;;;Kn} of codes and a collection {A<;>: 1 .;;;; k.;;;; K n} of subsets of A for which (8) holds and E 0 {W>(x)}o;;;;nHnC0)+2, 
A code bN' for source words of length N' can be obtained by applying the code bN to the first N digits of the source words. This leaves at most n -1 source digits to be encoded. But these can be encoded using (n-l)logJ bits, where J is the size of the source alphabet A. Hence the new code has average codeword length
and so (23) becomes
The fact that the resulting sequence is weakly universal follows from (26) and the observation that (24) implies N' """"" oo if and only if n """"" oo. Thus we have
Notice from (27) that the sequence is strongly universal if
n-oo Therefore all that remains to be proved is the necessity of (28) for strongly universal codes, but this follows immediately from the fact that n -
Ill. BOUNDS ON THE REDUNDANCY OF UNIVERSAL NOISELESS SOURCE CODES

A. Lower Bounds
Suppose the unknown parameter 0 is modeled as a random variable e which takes the values in the set A. Then the nth order redundancy of (3) becomes the random variable rn<tn,e) for a given code In-From (1)-(3) we see that this random variable has the expected value for each x EAn, and H(Xje) is the nth order conditional entropy of the source output given e. The quantity E{rn(ln, e)} is known as the average redundancy [1] for ln.
where J( X; e) is the mutual information between the source output and the parameter. Let e be any random variable for which e """"" X""""" e forms a Markov chain (i.e., e and e are conditionally independent given X). Let A denote the set of values taken on by e and consider an arbitrary function d: A X A """"" [0, oo ). Consider the rate-distortion function for the estimation of e by e using fidelity crite-
D~E{d(e,e)},
then the definition of the rate-distortion function and the fact that e """"" X""""" e is a Markov chain imply R(D)~I(e;e)~I(e;x).
From (32) and (34) 
The inequality in (35) gives a family of lower bounds on the average redundancy. A bound is obtained for each choice of the conditional distribution of e given X and each choice of the distortion measure d. Of greater interest for our purposes is the fact that (35) also gives a lower bound on the nth order minimax redundancy 0t n defined in (5) . This follows from the fact that for any In E 1Cn
and therefore
It is important to notice that (37) holds for all probability distributions for the random variable e. Consequently (37) and ( where the supremum is over all distortion measures and all probability distributions for (e, X, E)) for which e--> X--> e is a Markov chain and P(X= xle = 0) = Pn(xiO).
The condition that e --> X--> 0 is a Markov chain is automatically satisfied if 0 = g(X) for a function g: An__.
A, which is the situation for the application of Theorem 2 in this present paper. In this case 0 represents an estimate of the parameter e which is a (deterministic) function of the source output X. This is an intuitively satisfying notion in the context of the universal source coding where the encoder sees X but does not know the value of e.
It would appear that for many applications of Theorem 2-and this is certainly the case for the application in this paper-it is desirable to have a lower bound which is simpler and easier to compute than the rate-distortion lower bound of Theorem 
Suppose that A represents the class of all memoryless sources with a common alphabet A = { 1, 2, · · ·, J}. We may then take A to be the J-I dimensional set 
and if J= 3 01.,~ ;;;a.logn -log(4?Tej3).
It is possible to improve the constant terms in (47)-(49) by using a more complicated density function w, but as we shall see the leading term !(J-l)logn is the best possible.
B. Upper Bounds
We now tum to upper bounds on 0t~. Suppose that q is a discrete density function on An such that for some x 0 EAn, for all x EAn, f) EA.
(50)
If we let bn be the Shannon code for q, then the codeword lengths for bn are given by ln(x)=f-logq(x)l.
The redundancy of this code is given by
where n / x) is the number of occurrences of j in the vector x (i.e., nix) is the cardinality of {i: X;= j}). This i~ of course just the familiar multinomial distribution. Let e = ( e 1, 02, · · · , e J -I) be the maximum likelihood estimate 
We now apply this to the discrete memoryless source. Using Stirling's asymptotic expansion of the gamma funcLet q be the "mixture" distribution tion, we get (61) where pix/0) is the multinomial distribution of (42) 
where n 1 = n/x). Let x 0 be any constant vector (e.g., x 0 =(1,1,-· ·,1)) so that (63)
In any case, (60) combined with (47) yields the asymptotic result
which is a generalization of a known asymptotic result [7] for binary sources ( J = 2).
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF UNIVERSAL NOISELESS SOURCE CODES
The proof of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 provide a method for the construction of universal source codes. In this (n+ l)(n+2) · · · (2n) section, a code construction based on this method is given, For a fixed x, the maximum value of p(x/0) occurs for and some preliminary results on its performance are pre-0= ( i=l (5S) quently, we restrict attention in the present paper to the code construction and performance evaluation for binary memoryless sources. However it should be clear that our basic technique can be employed for M-ary memoryless ( 59 ) sources, Markov sources, or more general sources with memory. Some preliminary results for Markov sources are given in [8] . The proof of the inequality in (58) is given in the Appendix.
Let the class of all binary memoryless sources be indexed by the parameter 0 which takes values in the set A. Since the sources in the class are memoryless, the dis-( 60) crete density functions q<k) of the proof of Lemma 1 can be taken to be "memoryless" as well; that is it suffices to The following algorithm yields the set { 0 k: 0 ,;;;;, k ,;;;;, K} of endpoints of the intervals and the set { cpk: 1,;;;;, k,;;;;, K} of code design probabilities. Let 8 be an arbitrary positive number as in Lemma 1. The first step is to set 0 0 = 0 and choose cp 1 such that
If cp 1 < ·L then choose 0 1 > cp 1 such that
If 0 1 < ~ proceed to step two. At the kth step { 0;: 0,;;;;, i,;;;;, k -1} and { cp;: 1,;;;;, i,;;;;, k-1} have already been selected, and cpk > ok-1 is selected to satisfy 
Consequently, for each 0 E [0, 1] there exists at least one value of k for which (69) holds.
Let n be such that (70) and let b~k) be the nth order Shannon code for source cpk so that (7I)
{l~k)( X)} ,;;;;, H( 0) + 8 + n _, for each 0 E A(k). The codeword for a given source word x is defined as follows. Let k' be such that W')(x)=min{W)(x): },;;;;,k,;;;;,K},
and let f3 be the rlog Kl bit binary representation of the 275 index k'. The codeword bn(x) for xis the prefix f3 followed 
The above code was designed for A= [0, 1]. Obvious modifications of the procedure gives a code for the case where A is any subinterval of [0, 1]. The procedure described above produces a set { cpk: 1,;;;;, k,;;;;, K} of design probabilities for a given bound f on the maximum redundancy. On the other hand, we can fix K and choose { cpk: 1,;;;;, k,;;;;, K} to minimize the redundancy. For the latter approach we are interested in the quantities Table I . Because the effect of K on the redundancy bound is of the form pog KJ, values of K =I= 2; for some integer i are not included. To set the redundancy due to relative entropy below some 8, choose the minimum K such that 8K(A) < 8 and use the corresponding { cpk}· Minimax redundancies achieved by this coding technique are given in Table II The lack of structure in these codes typically requires a table lookup scheme for decoding, so their complexity is a function of 2n, the total number of codewords. This limits n, and thus the achievable redundancy is also limited. The problem of complexity may be alleviated by dividing the block of Jength n into nfns subblocks each of length ns, and encoding these subblocks individually. Then the Shannon codes for design probabilities remain as separate subcodes, longer limited by complexity but only by possible variations in source parameters as a function of time. If n becomes so large that the parameter is no longer approximately constant over one block length, then the bounds on redundancy will not apply. In general this constraint is much weaker than that imposed by complexity.
· and the system contains K parallel encoders. Each of these encoders generates a codeword for a block of length n by concatenating n/ns codewords for subblocks of length ns and a single prefix of length pog KJ. The shortest of the K codewords is then sent (cf. (21)). Whereas our previous bound on the redundancy was for the subblock encoding scheme the bound becomes
Although the redundancy bounds were derived for stationary sources, they remain valid for certain classes of nonstationary sources, including sources with slowly varying parameters. When subblocks are encoded, n is no Table III Table IV compares the performance of different n s for the same n. If ns does not divide n, the actual block length of the code is given in parentheses (e.g., for n s = 8 and n ~ 100, the actual block length n is 96). --r-..,....,---r--r-;-,--r--r-,...,-.,....,.-,-,...,-.,.-,--,--,,-,-.,.-,. ..,
''\-v-:::::: 
V. MODIFIED CONSTRUCTIONS AND ALTERNATIVE CODES
The maximum redundancy of our basic coding technique may be decreased by several simple modifications. First Huffman coding may be used instead of Shannon coding. Although the bound on average codeword length given by (17) was derived for Shannon codes and does not apply to Huffman codes (nor is it easily extendable), actual performance was found to be better for Huffman codes than for Shannon codes. However there is generally no improvement for()= 0 or 1 (the redundancy here being determined by the requirement of at least one bit for any codeword), and so in certain cases the maximum redundancy may be unaffected. In these cases the further modification of using a sub block length n~ > n s for the subcodes designed for the ends of the interval [0, 1] can reduce the maximum redundancy considerably while reasonable complexity is maintained by providing codewords for only a limited number of the possible output blocks of length n~. (Note n~ must divide n.) In many cases these special "long codes" consisted of a single codeword for all zeros (or all ones) block, in which case only a subcode prefix would be sent when njn~ of these blocks occurred. In other cases the "long code" had a codeword for all zeros (or all ones) block and codewords for blocks with a single one (or zero). So the number of codewords in the "long code" was at most n~ + 1. Fig. 4 compares the performance of universal codes derived from Shannon codes, Huffman codes, and Huffman codes with a "long code" for each end of the interval [0, 1].
---n,=lO In coding for A = [0.1, 0.5], the redundancy at () = 0.1 and 0.5 is higher than that over the interior of the set; therefore the maximum redundancy is decreased by moving the design probabilities closer to these values of () (see Fig. 5 ). This repositioning of design probabilities is also useful in a number of other cases where one or two values of () dominate the performance. Finally the performance is improved in some cases by use of variable-length prefixes forK =I= 2; (with shorter prefixes on the end subcodes; i.e., the "long codes"). Tables V and VI give the best results obtained using these modifications for the same n, n 5 , and A as Tables III and IV. Fig. 6 gives best results for the same case as Fig. 2 .
The results obtained with Shannon coding and the best results using the proposed modifications are compared in *If sub block encoding was employed, the subblock length n s is shown in parentheses. Table VII with the bounds derived in Section III. The code performance for n;;;,;. 30 applies to the encoding of subblocks of length n s· The value of n sis shown in parentheses next to the value of the redundancy. 
